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The object of this study was to assess costs,
practical problems, and personal attitudes connected with using
videotape recording (VTR) as an adjunct to in-person supervision, of
student teachers. Student teachers' performance in the classroom was
recorded by videotape technicians once or twice during their student
teaching experience, and the tapes were delivered to supervisors as a
supplement to in-person visits. Student teachers allowed to view
recording of their teaching displayed favorable attitudes towards
this use of VTR, while those not allowed to see tapes of their
performance exhibited more negative attitudes. Supervisors' failure
to give any feedback at all on a teacher's recorded performances
resulted in even more negative student teacher attitudes toward this
use of VTR. The student teachers wanted to know ahead of time that
their performance would be recorded. Supervisors were moderately
favorable towards this use of VTR, but they felt it was inferior to
and more time-consuming than live observation. The costs for 17
all-day recording sessions and 12 videotapes totaled $512.69. This
use of VTR appears helpful and feasible. Several recommendations for
its use are made. (JE)
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By Donald K. Jarvis

INTROD'JCTIOR

Over the past decade, videotape recording 1- has been repeatedly &dye-

cated as an adjunct to in-person. supervision of student teachers. Reasons for

this include the following:

1. Effectiveness) Properly used, VTR has been h- m to he effective in de-

veloping teaching skills in simulated, focused pre-student teaching situatie

(micro-teaching) ,

1

VIDEOTAPE RE C rD1N 'S A SUPH_LflaNT

TO IN -! ERSUN sdPEPA SIN

2tudent teacher acceptance of video-tape use is high.-

. Feedback: Feedback has been show to be crucial to change.
3

By means of

videotape recordings, performers can view their performance much as their

audience saw it. Such feedback, when focused by supervisor c nt appears

.

more effective than subjective supervisor feedback alone.
4

This is especially

so when the audience reaction is included on the recording.
5

Some studies

indicate audio recordings to be effective for lecture-type classes,6 but per-

sonal experience of the author with audio recordings for supervision is that

the loss of visual cues is frequently disastrous. Hearing the audio recording

played back, the supervisor is frequently forced to ask the student teacher

what was occurring in the class, and pupil reactions to teacher moves are dif-

ficult to assess. Interaction analysis as outlined by Flanders appears to be

as effective as VTR, and is especially powerful- as a change agent when combined
7

with VTR. Interaction analysis requires some training to record and interpret,

and it was not included in this study. However, its use with VTR deserves

further study.

3, Records: The videotape provides a record of teaching which has several

.valuable uses. With the consent of the recorded, these uses may include the



followinrl: A) They can )0 shirred with oti,r still ent teachers in seminars

They con be used in methods eisses more effectively than can live obse

8
vation alone

9
C)live closed circuit TV alone. C) They can and are being

10 .-

useJ an addition the placement file. D) They can and are being used
11

for research purposes.

Travel Cos Under a system of specialist supervision, much expensive

duplication of travel is incurred. As an alternative, a technician with back-

pack VTR equipment can tape up to six student teachers in a given locale per

day regardless of the teachers' specialties. Travel savings should result if

the technicians. assist supervisors by recording stucknt teachers and deliver-

ing the tapes to the supervisors at the university. Because technicians need

not be highly skilled to do the recording, their time is usually less expen-

sive to the university than is specialist supervision time. Delay in playing

back tapes to the student teachers should not be a significant factor, as

immediacy of feedback has been shown in micro-teaching to be irrelevant-
12

Despite the above rationale, videotaping of student teachers has seldom

been included as a regular component of student teaching. This is largely due

to the bulk, unreliability, and incompatibility of past VTR equipment. At

present, however, battery-operated VTR units no larger than briefcases with

cameras the size of home movie cameras are available and are sufficiently re-

liable to be included as a part of student teaching supervision. Most one-

half inch Japanese VTR equipment produced the last two years is compatible,

so that tapes recorded on one brand are now playable on other brands.

The object of this study was to asses costs, practical problems and per-

sonnel attitudes connected with using VTR as an adjunct to in-person supervi.-

sion.



PROCLWRES

Brigham Young University student to,:ehers are assigned to their schools

the full day for a toachng "bloek" of eight weeks. This project involved

three blocks and a total of thirty-five foreign language student teachers

supervised by six specialist supervisors, including the author. Students

were recorded once or twice during the block on twenty-minute, one-half inch

videotapes by student technicians using a Sorry "Video Rover" AV-3400 recorder

and a Sony AVC-3400 camera.

The techni cans received a schedule complete with alternates each week

from the author. At the first of the block, student teachers were advised

that video recording would occur during their assignment, but they were no

usually advised as to the specific day recording would occur, The technician

was scheduled to record one day per week an average of five teachers per day.

After recording, the technician returned the tapes to the author, who noted

tapes received and then distributed them to the supervisors. Supervisors

could play back the tapes either with or without the respective student teach-

ers being present. If the student teacher was not present, the supervisor

could either give feedback later or not at all, as he chose. Supervisors were

expected-to return all tapes within two weeks for erasure and reuse unless the

teaching recorded was especially valuable for future observation.

At the end of each block, student teachers were asked to fill out a brief

questionnaire on their perceptions and reactions to VTR as used in the project.

Supervisors were asked to do the same at the end of the experience. Since

each student teacher and supervisor experienced "live" supervision as'well as

video recording, a control was built into the project.
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Cost

The student operotor made seventeen recor-ding trips, an avers ge of 4

per eight. r teed block. Ile took an average of R.8 hours per trip for a total

of 149.4 hours, At the rate of 2.27 per hour, total costs for labor were

$30Q 69.

The operator delivered f i fty- ni pc usable tape rocordi ngs to the super-

visors, an average of 3.5 tapes per trip,13 using a total of twelve twenty-

minute, one-half inch tapes at $17 each for a total of $204. The supervisor

decided to retain 11 twelve tapes for future use, but thi expense could be

reduced i f it were not necessary to keep all tapes.

The operator traveled a total of 2,019 miles, averaging 121 miles per

trip. It is extremely difficult to assess how much was saved on travel , but

our student teaching office paid all costs, agreeing that in no case would

the travel expense involved with VTR be more than that usually paid supervi-

sors without VTR. Therefore, travel expense cannot be considered an extra

expense at all.

Total expense attributable to the use of the VTR was $512.69 for seven-

teen recording trips and purchase of twelve one-half inch tapes.

Problems

During the coldest months of winter, scare problems in video quality de-

veloped. These were eliminated by keeping the equipment warm between schools.

Audio quality has been greatly improved over that of earlier VTR units,

but audio piCkup of pupils not on camera was sometimes weak. This was im-

proved by setting the camera at the side of the room and panning more fre-

quently to the pupils. A second microphone and mixer might be worth the

trouble in some _ases.



rvisors I and pia liability to he a prohicm,

The worst orgmizational problem concorred ret.ti ng Ion teachers

schedules to the coordinntor it was difficult to cr liect schedules and start

recording before throe or more weeks of the eight had elapsed. Flo ible

scheduling presented coordina ion problems wh -- en count

Atti tildes Stud 2nt

Seventeen student toacher !: responded out of thirty -five video recorded.

The questions from the quetioniaire are reproduced below with results sum-

marized in brackets following each question.

1. HOW many times had you already been recorded prior to student

teaching? /average . 2, ranee - 11/

2. How many times were you recorded by BYU videotape during your student

teaching? /average - 1.5, range = 2/

3. As compared to a live visit by my supervisor, VTR distracted me A. much

more /2/ B. some more /5/ C. about as much /9/ D. some less /1/

E. much less /1/

4. As compared to a live visit by my supervisor, VTR distracted raj pupils

A. much more /6/ B. some more /7/ C. about as much /4/ D. some less

/0/ E. much less /0/

5. As compared to a live visit by my supervisor, with VTR my pupils were

A. much more unruly /1/ B. some more unruly /6/ C. about the same /5/

D. some more cooperative /4/ E. much more cooperative /1/

6. How many times did your supervisor play back a VTR or part thereof in your

presence? /5 respondents answered !'once"/

7. If he did play back a VTR in your presence, how would you rate the ex-

pe ience as compared with a normal, non-VTR conference with your supervisor?

With VTR it was A. much more useful /1/ B. some more useful /4/ C. about
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as ur,eful D. soi::J less useful /0/ E, mach less useful /0/

8. Did your supervisor Over fail t pr =guide feedbaci on a taped performance

of yours? /7 answered " " 7 answered If so, how of ten? /average

1.5. times/

H I much time generally elapsed bet ween the Lime you were recorded and t

time you received feedback from your supervisor as to your perform a1

/avera'jc . 1 week/

10. that your eve all feeling as a student teacher about VTR as practiced

with you? A. very positive /6/ B. somewhat posii t.ipositive /3/ C. neutral /1/

D. somewhat negative /6/ E. very negative /1/

(The three questions below were open-ended. fespon=tes listed here k modal.)

How can we improve the system? /"pre-arrange the taping period" (J)/ What

did you like best? / "self evaluation opportunity" (6)/ What did you like

least? /"poor follow-up" (2 )/

Correlations between feedback and attitude toward the project are striking:

students who were permitted to view their recordings all marked "very positive"

/4/ or "somewhat positive" /1/, while those not permitted to view recordings of

their performances marked question #10 in the following manner= A. very posi-

tive /3/ B. somewhat positive /2/ C. neutral /1/ D. somewhat negative

/6/ .E, very negative /1/. If the positive responses are grouped and compared

with negative and neutral responses for "view" and "non-view" conditions,

Fisher's exact test gives a probability of .02 for these results. Results of

not providing feedback of any kind on a taped performance were similar: only

one who received no feedback felt "very positive" about the use of VTR. The

rest were either "somewhat negative" /4/ or "very negative" /1/. There was no

discernible correlation between previous experience with VTR and attitude

toward VTR used in student teaching.



Attit:Me nervisor

All six supervisors completed questionnaires on their attitudes toward

the project, Questions from that instrument are shown below with results

(excludin(j the author's responses) summari7ed in brackets following each.

1, How many VTRs did you receive this year? /average 10.6, range - 11/

2. The video recording of the visual aspect of the teacher's p -formance was

A. much worse /0/ B. some worse /3/ C. about the same /2/ D. some bet-

ter /0/ E. much better /0/ , . than a live visit to my student teacher.

3. The V1R of the 000 aspect of the pupils' reactions was A. much worse

/1/ B. some worse /4/ C. about the same /0/ D. some better /0/ E. much

better /0/ . . . than a live visit to my student teacher.

4. The VTR of the audio aspect of the teacHr',, performance was A. much

worse /0/ B. some worse /2/ C. about the same /3/ D. some better /0/ E.

much worse /0/ . than a live visit to my student teacher.

5. The VTR of the audip_ aspect of the pu015: reactions was A. much worse

/2/ B. some worse /3/ C. about the same /0/ D. some better /0/ E.

much better /0/ . . . than a live visit to my .student teacher.

6. The time required to view and counsel with a student teacher, using VTR

was A. much more /1/ B. some more /2/ C. about the same /0/ D. some

less /2/ E. much less /0/ . . than the tIme required by a live vist to my

student teacher.

7. How much time usually elapsed between recording and your feedback session

to the student teacher? /average - 6 days/

8. Compared with a session not involving VTR, a session where a VTR was played

for student teachers was A. much more useful /3/ B. some more useful /0/

C. about equal in use /1/ D. some less useful /1/ E. much less useful /0/

9. What is your overall feeling as a supervisor about our VTR program as it
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was r in to-- the cod of A. ver positive sowila a.

positive.- /5/ C. neutral /0/ D. sov...'what negative /0/ E. v r r negative AY

(The fol-lowing two que=stion- weo optA ,N)ded. .Responses l is ied hero were

modal.) Wht do you lik best (11. f VII; to augment super Ji sion?

rstudoJlt opportunity to vi 4 self" What do you like least about our

use .of VTR to augment supervis'n? rplayback schcdul i ng difficult" (,)/

SUMMAy(,CONCLU-I NS, AIM FURTHER RES[AiCH SyGGESTIONS

Student teachers were videotape recorded bybbl a technician once or twice

during their student teaching experience, and the tapes were delivered to

supervisors as a supplement to in-person visits. Student teachers allod to

view recordings of their teaching d i spl ayed favor hle attitudes toward this

use of VTR, while those not allowed to see tapes of their performances exhi-

bited more negative attitudes.
Supervisors' failure to give any feedback at

all on a teacher's recorded
performances resulted in even more negative student

teacher attitudes toward this use of VTR. The student teachers expressed a

desire be informed beforehand of the time of the recording session.

The five supervisors involved in the project registered moderately favor-

able attitudes toward this use of VTR, but felt that both audio and video

aspects of the VTR of pupil behavior to be inferior to live observation. Two

felt that VTR use required more time than did live observation.

Collecting student teachers' schedules proved to be the most serious

organization problem in the project.

Costs for seventeen all -day recording sessions and twelve videotapes were

$512.59.

The use of technician-run VTR to augment in-person supervision appears

both helpful and feasible, espeCially if the following recommendations are i

corpora ted:



1. Allow e .ch student t acher to view at l east one VTR of his p_ romance,

preferably with supervisor present at the replay to focus the teacher's tten-

t1011.

2. If the student teacher cannot view a VTR, always provide some sort of feed-

bad: to him on his recur ied performance.

3. Ha e the operator -t up at the side of the room and focus f requent.ly on

pupils.

4. Inform the student teacher beforehand as to when he will be recorded.

5. Make playback equipment easily available to the supervisor.

6. To reduce costs, incorporate a maximum number of subject specialties in

the project and concentrate on a minimum geographic area.

Further research could include a replication of this project with larger

numbers more subject areas, and with each supervisor giving feedback to half

his teachers and no feedback to the other half. In the project reported above,

some selection - treatment interaction may have occurred. Further experimentation

needs to be done on the use of interaction analysis plus VTR in student teach-

ing supervision. Another helpful study would be a comparison of technician-

operated and delivered VTR versus supervisor- operated VTR with immediate play-

back. The limits of playback delay should also be explored.
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